Temporal environmental variations are ubiquitous in nature, yet most of the theoretical works in population genetics and evolution assume fixed environment. Here we analyze the effect of variations in carrying capacity on the fate of a mutant type. We consider a two-state Moran model, where selection intensity at equilibrium may differ (in amplitude and in sign) from selection during periods of sharp growth and sharp decline. Using Kimura's diffusion approximation we present simple formulae for effective population size and effective selection, and use it to calculate the chance of ultimate fixation, the time to fixation and the time to absorption (either fixation or loss). Our analysis shows perfect agreement with numerical solutions for neutral, beneficial and deleterious mutant. The contributions of different processes to the mean and the variance of abundance variations are additive and commutative. As a result, when selection intensity s is weak such that O(s 2 ) terms are negligible, periodic or stochastic environmental variations yield identical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolution takes place in a temporally fluctuating environment, and the interplay between the deterministic effect of selection and stochastic effects associated with environmental variations poses a major theoretical challenge. Even if the macro properties of the environment are fixed over time, local fluctuations affect the reproductive success of individuals in an uncorrelated manner (genetic drift, demographic stochasticity) and generate, for a population of size N , an O( √ N ) noise. When the macro-environment varies, it affects coherently the demographic rates of entire populations and generates O(N ) fluctuations [1] .
Traditionally, the theory of population genetics and evolution was focused on the interference of selection (with intensity s) with demographic stochasticity (drift) [2] , assuming fixed birth and death rates. Effects of environmental variations were considered only rarely [3, 4] .
Recent empirical studies have documented periodic and stochastic coherent variations in relative fitness [5] [6] [7] as well as variations in the birth and death rates [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . These findings triggered a renewed interest in the effect of macro-environmental variations on evolutionary dynamics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The simplest and most important scenario in evolution involves zero-sum competition between two haploid types (very similar model describes the dynamics of a two-allele, one locus system for diploid population with additive effect on fitness). The three properties that govern evolutionary dynamics are Π(x), the chance that a mutant type (with abundance n and frequency x = n/N ) will reach ultimate fixation, T A (x), the time to absorption (either fixation or loss) and T F (x), the time to fixation. Π(x) plays a determinant role in the evolutionary dynamics as it controls the long-term adaptation of populations and the rate of accumulation of neutral substitutions (molecular clock) [23] . T A (x) sets the timescale for coexistence and controls the crossover from successive-fixation to clonal interference dynamics [24] , and T F (x) governs the adaptation process and the speed of evolution [25] .
For the sake of concreteness, one may imagine a wild type and a mutant population competing for a single resource (say, food), where the relative fitness of the mutant type, reflecting its ability to consume or to reach the food, is s. s is positive for a beneficial mutant, negative for a deleterious mutant and s = 0 for a neutral mutant. Under fixed environmental conditions, the absolute value of sN sets the strength of selection. When |sN | < 1 (weak selection) demographic fluctuations (drift) dominate and the dynamics is effectively neutral, when |sN | > 1 selective forces dominate (strong selection). For fixed N and s the solutions for these quantities are known for many years [23, 26] .
Here we consider the dynamics of a mutant population/allele, when the carrying capacity fluctuates in time due to seasonal fluctuations (such as food shortages during winter) or stochastic disturbances (droughts, floods). In that case the carrying capacity decreases when the environment deteriorates and increases when the environmental conditions improve. Moreover, the selective parameters during periods of growth or decline may differ (in amplitude and in sign) from their equilibrium values. For example, larger seeds have larger quantities of metabolic reserves than smaller seeds while smaller seeds can be produced in larger quantities. Therefore, large seeds have a better chance of establishment during periods of increasing stresses whereas small seeds have better chance to colonize a new suitable habitat during fast expansion [27] . To account for that, we made a distinction between s, the selection coefficient at equilibrium, and s g and s d , the selection coefficient during growth or decline, correspondingly.
The relationships between these scenarios and the results obtained for fixed N and fixed s [23, 26] are not obvious. In particular the system may jump between N values that correspond to weak selection and N values that correspond to strong selection, and a beneficial mutant at equilibrium (s > 0) may become effectively deleterious if s g and/or s d are negative and vice versa.
To address variations in N and s, some authors [28, 29] implemented Haldane's [30] branching process approximation. This method is limited to calculation of Π (not T A or (15) and (16), provide s ef f and N ef f in terms of the process parameters.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide the details of the models to be considered, and emphasize the distinction between local and global competition and between stochastic and periodic variations. In the third section we explain our analytic approach and derive our main results for the case of stochastic variations with local competition. Section IV clarifies the conditions under which the usage of the diffusion approximation is valid, and explains why in this parameter regime Eqs. (15) and (16) are applicable to other scenarios including global competition and periodic fluctuations. In the discussion section we clarify the relationships between our results and the recent works of Wienand et al [31, 32] , discuss the limitations of our methodology and its possible extensions.
II. MODEL SYSTEMS
The size of a natural populations is usually determined by competition for a limiting resource (water, sunlight, food and so on). Resource density variations may reflect stochastic or periodic environmental changes, such as seasonality, global or local temperature variations, interspecific competition and predation pressure. In our model we distinguish between equilibrium dynamics (fixed population size) and short periods during which the carrying capacity varies.
We consider two types of zero-sum equilibrium dynamics: local and global.
• The local dynamics corresponds to the case where a random encounter between individuals may involve a fight for a piece of food, a mate or a territory. To model that, two individuals are picked at random for a "duel", the loser dies and the winner produces a single offspring. If the mutant frequency is x, the chance of a duel between a mutant and a wild-type is 2x(1 − x). The chance of the mutant to win the duel is defined to be 1/2 + s/4, so s reflects the intensity of selection. When s = 0 the equilibrium dynamics is neutral.
• Global dynamics best illustrates the competition in a forest, say, where adult tree dies at random and the gap is recruited by a single seed or seedling. If the local seed bank reflects the composition of the whole forest (long distance dispersal), the chance of the mutant type to capture the gap depends on both its abundance and its fitness. In our global model this chance is,
where the fitness factor e s reflects an excess productivity of seeds or the excess chance of germination per seed.
With this parametrization, both models yield, to the leading order in s, the logistic behav-
As explained below, this allows us to implement the same formulas for the effective population size and the effective selection in both cases.
We model resource variations that affect the total carrying capacity through a simple twostate dynamics. When the resource density declines, the total population size decreases from N to rN (without loss of generality we assume r < 1), while an increase in the amount of available resource is followed by population growth from rN back to N (see Figure 1 ). In our model, carrying capacity variations are instantaneous; the limitations of this approximation are clarified in the discussion section.
The persistence time of the environment is τ and the dynamics may be periodic or stochastic:
• In periodically varying environment (seasonal variations) τ is the duration between two successive switches.
• In randomly fluctuating environment, the time between two successive switches is drawn from an exponential distribution with mean τ .
At equilibrium, competition takes place in a series of birth-death events, and time is incremented by 1/N (t) after each of these events, so τ is measured in units of a generation (one generation = N elementary birth-death events). 
Accordingly, in a period of sharp growth on average x → x + s g x(1 − x)(1 − r) and the leading contribution to the variance is V ar(
During a period of sharp decline, each individual survives with a certain probability that may depend on its phenotype. To model that, we assumed the number of mutant survivors to be picked from B xN [r(1 + s d )] and the number of wild type survivors is drawn from is rN . Transitions between the two states correspond to periods of sharp population growth or sharp decline, here taken to be instantaneous. If the dynamics is periodic, the time between two consecutive jumps (between sharp growth to sharp decline or vise versa) is τ . If the dynamics is stochastic (as in this cartoon) the sojourn time is picked from an exponential distribution with mean τ . Selection parameter at equilibrium is s, s g is the selection parameter during periods of sharp growth and s d is the selection parameter during sharp decline.
III. EFFECTIVE POPULATION SIZE AND EFFECTIVE SELECTION
Under purely demographic stochasticity, when population size is fixed at N and the mutant strain has fixed log-fitness s and frequency x = n/N , the chance of fixation Π(x) is known to satisfy [23, 26] ,
with the boundary conditions Π(0) = 0 and Π(1) = 1. Similarly, the time to absorption T A satisfies, 1
with
The solution for Π(x) is a known formula,
An important parameter is the strength of selection sN , which is the ratio between selection intensity and the strength of the drift (the variance of x variations per generation 1/N ).
As When a duel takes place, it will be an intraspecific duel with probability
and an interspecific duel with probability 2x(1 − x). Intraspecific duels has no effect on the number of mutant individuals (either a wild type replaces a wild type or a mutant replaces a mutant). After an interspecific duel, the number of mutant grows by one with probability 
All in all, the chance of the mutant type to grow from n individuals to m individuals during a sharp growth is,
where f b,p (a) is the probability mass function of the binomial distribution, i.e., the chance to pick a successes from b trials with success probability p.
During periods of sharp decline N → rN . If s d = 0, the chance of each individual (both mutant and wild type) to survive is r. If s d = 0, wild type individual survives with probability r and a mutant individual survived with probability r(1 + s d ). Accordingly, if the number of mutant individuals before decline is n, the number after decline is picked from
, and correspondingly the number of wild type individuals after the decline is
Even if s d = 0 the total number of individuals after the decline fluctuates around the mean rN . To compare our analytic expression with Markov-matrix-based numerics that requires exactly rN individuals in the poor state we implemented slightly different decline procedure that have the same mean and variance, while in Monte-Carlo simulations we used the two binomial deviates. Details are given in Appendix B.
Overall, the transition probabilities in each elementary time-step are,
In these expressions W ± n→n 1 is the chance to reach n 1 from n in an elementary duel when the environment is poor (minus, carrying capacity rN ) or rich (plus, carrying capacity N ).
Correspondingly, Q ± n→m is the chance to reach m if the system was at n right before a sharp decline or a sharp increase.
If at t = 0 the mutant strain is represented by n individuals, and the environment is in its rich/poor (plus/minus) state, the chance of fixation by the mutant, Π ± n , satisfies the discrete Backward Kolmogorov equation (BKE),
This BKE is a (N + rN − 2) × (N + rN − 2) linear system and may be solved numerically to obtain Π ± n . This matrix-based technique was used to obtain the numerical results of Figs. 2 and 3 below, see Appendix B.
To solve the problem analytically, one would like to map the difference equation (9) into a differential equation. We define a significant step as an interspecific duel (note that n must change in such a significant step). For a given x, the chance of an elementary step (duel) to be significant is 2x(1 − x). The mean number of elementary steps needed for two sharp jumps (an increase and the following decrease or vice versa) is (N + rN )τ = N (1 + r)τ .
Therefore, the number of significant steps per a single decline/increase jump is,
The chance of a single event to be a jump is therefore η/(1 + η) and its chance to be a competition step (duel) is 1/(1 + η). Moreover, for each significant step (interspecific duel) in the rich environment there are only r significant steps in the poor environment.
Now we can write the backward Kolmogorov equation for Π(x)
i.e., for the chance to reach fixation when the initial state is in the plus or in the minus state with probability 1/2. When written per significant step it takes the form,
where A = 1/(1 + r) and B = r/(1 + r). Note that in the sharp decline term we used two binomial deviates.
Next one would like to replace the binomial mass distribution in the last two terms by jumps to two possible destinations, one is the mean plus the standard deviation and the other is the mean minus the standard deviation,
Plugging Eq. (12) and the value of η as defined in Eq. (10) into (11) , and expanding all functions to second order in 1/N and to first order in selection terms yields,
In Eq. (13) we assumed that jumps are relatively rare and η 1 so 1 − η ≈ 1, otherwise the effect of equilibrium competition is negligible in comparison to the effect of the jumps.
Note that the condition s d < (1 − r)/r ensures that in the limit r = 1 the contribution from s d vanishes.
Similar considerations for T
.
The last term in Eq. (14) reflects the mean time for a significant step, which is 1/2N x(1−x) 
and 
IV. THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION AND ITS RANGE OF APPLICABIL-ITY
Eqs. (15) and (16) are our main results. Their derivation is based on two assumptions
• We assumed that the number of up-down flips before fixation is large, i.e., that the system is in its "micro-evolutionary" (annealed) regime as defined in [15] . When the chance of fixation to take place during a single sweep is large, Π depends not only on
x but also on the initial state of the environment.
• We assumed that the population is large (both N and rN are much larger than one) and the selection coefficients are small, s, s g , s d 1.
Importantly, when this procedure is adequate the assumptions of local competition and (15) and (16) . Expressions for T A (x) and T F (x) in static environment were presented in [26] and in Appendix C we derive simpler expressions for these quantities, using the exponential
and,
The constants C 1 ... The equivalence of stochastic and periodic variations (when the parameters of the process are calibrated appropriately, as done here) appears to be a generic feature of the approximation used. When the diffusion approximation holds, each "elementary" event (rapid growth, rapid decline, equilibrium dynamics over τ generations) contributes a given amount of mean change in x to the coefficient of Π (x) (or T A etc.), and given variance to the coefficient of Π (x). Since we kept only terms that are linear in s (or s d or s g ) and in 1/N , each elementary event may split into two or more sub-events without changing the corresponding BKE. When s 2 contributions are important this is not the case anymore, as equilibrium competition for time τ and two τ /2 period contribute differently to s 2 terms. Nonlinear effects are important when equilibrium selection changes sign [20, 21, 34] and control the efficiency of bet-hedging strategies like phenotypic switching [35, 36] .
V.
DISCUSSION
Our system admits two qualitative types of demographic processes: population jumps (sharp growth or sharp decline) and equilibrium steps, associates with birth-death competition events, between jumps. When τ is very small N ef f ∼ N τ decreases substantially together with the values of T A and T F that scale like N ef f (for weak selection) or ln(N ef f )/s ef f (for strong selection). For some biological species the effective population size (as inferred from genetic polymorphism data) is much smaller than the adult (census) population size [37] . Our model suggests that this phenomenon may be related to fast jumps associated with rapidly fluctuating environmental conditions. Fast jumps also wipe out the effect of s, so s ef f is determined only by s g and s d .
In the opposite limit, when τ is very large, the jump processes (both the jump noise and the selection during the jumps as expressed in s d and s g ) becomes negligible. In that case N ef f is the harmonic mean of N and rN , while s ef f = s.
The probability of ultimate fixation for a deleterious mutant in fluctuating environment was considered recently by Wienand and coworkers [31, 32] (their "pure resource competition scenario"). These authors studied a Moran process of two strains with constant, fitness dependent, birth rate (b = 1 for the wild type and b = 1 + s for the mutant species) and temporally varying, fitness independent death rate. In their work, Π was approximated by the integral dN Π(N )P sτ (N ), where Π(N ) is the static environment formula, Eq. (5) and P sτ (N ) is the probability to find the system with N individuals when the mean time between two environmental switches is sτ . The relationships of this approximation and our technique require additional examination.
We would like to stress that the two extreme limits (large and small τ ) of the model of Wienand and coworkers are not the limiting cases considered above. In [31, 32] τ ad , the adaptation time required for the system to adapt to the new carrying capacity (N rN )
after an environmental shift, is about one generation. Accordingly, when τ approaches zero P sτ (N ) becomes a delta function (or almost a delta function, due to demographic stochasticity) at the harmonic mean of the carrying capacities. In our calculations τ ad → 0 (sharp growth or decline), so population jumps occur for any τ . Similarly, in the case τ → ∞ considered in [31, 32] fixation takes place during a single sweep of the environment (this is the macro-evolutionary case considered in [15] and [22] ). The implementation of the diffusion approximation in our model requires that, although τ is large with respect to other constants, it still must be much smaller than T F to allow for many jumps before fixation, hence (unlike [31, 32] ) we did not obtain the arithmetic mean (Π = [Π(N ) + Π(rN )]/2) in that limit. Incidently, we obtained the τ → 0 outcome of [31, 32] (N ef f is the harmonic mean) in the opposite limit where τ is very large.
To better account for realistic situations, a few extensions of our model are required.
First, we considered here only instantaneous growth (and decline) events. In reality growth of a population takes time, and abundance fluctuations that occur early during the growth period are amplified, leading to larger variance per growth event. Second, we assumed that the rate of events at equilibrium is proportional to the size of the population, so there are more elementary birth-death events per unit time in the rich state. In some realistic scenarios (e.g., when death happens due to predation and the number of predation events is independent of the population size) this may not be the case. Third, the equilibrium selection may depend on time. s may have different magnitude and/or sign in the rich and in the poor state, or its value may fluctuate regardless of the state of the carrying capacity.
Still, the tractability of our models, and the robustness of our formula against modifications of the underlying dynamics, reflects an inherent feature. In these systems, the only important parameter is the relative strength of stochastic vs. deterministic factors. This characteristics is determined by the ratio between the number of selection steps and genetic drift steps. As a result, the solution was obtained through a simple step counting argument.
We believe that the method presented here is applicable to all the extensions mentioned above, and intend to address these extended models in a subsequent publication.
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The parameters are given for each number in Table A1 below. Through this paper we compared the analytic predictions [Eqs. (5, 17, 18) of the main text,
with N ef f and s ef f ] with numerical results that were obtained from two types of numerical calculations. Here we provide some details for the numerics.
Markov matrix inversion
The essence of this technique is explained in Eq. (9) above and in the following text, for more details and examples see Appendix A2 of [38] or Appendix A of [39] .
A technical problem appeared when we tried to implement our method to the sharp decline period. If the number of mutant individuals is picked at random from B xN [r(1 + s d )]
and the number of wild type is picked independently from B (1−x)N [r], the total size of the population after the decline fluctuates around N r. To implement our exact numeric technique the total population size after the decline period must be exactly N r, so we cannot use two independent binomial trials.
To overcome this difficulty we assumed that in a decline step, 
When s d << 1 this process has the same mean and variance of the two independent binomial trial processes, and since the solution involves only the mean and the variance, it yields the same outcomes.
Monte-Carlo simulations
We have implemented direct MC simulations for two reasons. First, the Markov matrix inversion numerics is applicable only in the stochastic case, when per each step there is a finite probability that the system switches from poor to rich state or vice versa. To implement the same matrix technique in the periodic case one must calculate first the corresponding Floquet operator for equilibrium periods of duration τ . Instead, we implemented direct MC simulations.
two states, one with exactly N individuals and the other with rN . As we have seen above, this restriction is incompatible with the realistic modelling of a sharp decline periods, where the chance of each individual to survive is r, so we implemented an ad-hoc binomial mass function which has the same mean and variance. In the MC simulation, on the other hand, decline involves two independent binomial deviates, one for the mutant and one for the wild type, without any global restriction.
